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Exhibitor Profile
Pre owned Machinery from the following
vertical:


















Metal and Metal Working Machinery
Machine Tools
Construction Machinery
Textile Machinery
Printing and Paper Processing Machinery
Wood Working Machinery
Packaging Machinery
Food Processing Machinery
Motive Power Engineering
Robotics and Automation
Earth Moving Equipments
Farm Equipments
Electro- Discharge Machinery
Measurement and Testing Equipments
Power Plant Equipments
Water Disposal and Recycling Equipments
Agricultural Machinery

*The List is non-exhaustive

Professionals from the following Industry Sectors

















Automotive
Auto components
Defence
Aerospace
Railways
Earth moving equipment
Farm equipment
Electrical & Electronics
Printing machinery
Textile machinery
Food processing equipment
Industrial machinery
Agricultural machinery
Plastics
Computer peripherals
Pumps and Diesel engine industry

*The list is non exhaustive

Visitor Statistics
Day

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3

Show Timing

No. of Visitors

4,175
10 am - 6 pm
3,829
10 am - 4 pm
3,258
Total-11,268
10 am - 6 pm

Factors which influenced their visit







Opportunity to buy new products
Variety of products on display
Networking Opportunity with Industry Leaders
New Suppliers
To gather general information
Opportunity to look for dealerships

Rating the Exhibition
Source of Information About the Show
41% EXCELLENT

37% VERY GOOD

39% DIRECT INVITATION

19% GOOD

31% EMAIL INVITATION

2% AVERAGE

12% WORD OF MOUTH

1% BELOW AVERAGE

9% TRADE JOURNALS
7% NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS
2% OTHERS

Key Sectors of Interest











Exporters & Importers
Distributors
Traders & Retailers
Industry Suppliers
PSUs
Large & Medium scale engineering
Industries
Windmill industry personnel
Defense & Space Establishment
personnel
Aeronautical establishment personnel
Garage / Service Station personnel







Builders
Re-modelers
Carpenters & Furniture Manufacturers
Railways
State Road transport corporations

Role in decision making process

56% AUTHORIZE
32% INFLUENCE
9% NONE
3% NO COMMENTS

Exhibitor’s Feedback
Objective of Participation
Image and public relations objectives

16%

Maintaining contacts with existing clients

12%

Direct sales / taking orders

24%

Introducing a new product / service
Exploring Possibilities for Joint Ventures

13%
3%

Making new contacts with potential new clients

19%
6%
7%

Showcase existing products /services
Others

4%
38%
46%

3

38%

2
12%

Can’t Say

Partially

Fully

Met Expectation

95

Some Brands At Show

and many more

Industry Speak
“ Best place to meet people, interact wit them,
understand what they expect from us really help to
meet their demand.”
Somesh Mittal, Matrix Corporation
“Participating in this show regularly, the footfall is
getting better and better every time in terms of volume
and quality, at this platform they can meet all kinds of
suppliers and manufacturers. ”
Akash Singla, Xtrapower Tools
“The best part of this platform is that we meet visitors
from different parts of India and make dealers and sub
dealers for various locations.”
Yusuf Pardawala, Yuri Smart Engineering
“This is a perfect from for both seller as well as buyer,
come together interact and create new relations”
Anuj Singhal, Bandsaw Strip Corporation

“So many buyers are coming from different parts like
Kerala, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, this is the best
platform to get the new products as well as the new
dealers.”
Vijay Bansal, Eastman Cast & Forge. Ltd.
“I personally feel everyone should be a part of this event
because it provides them immense opportunity to create new
business.”
Aman Aggarwal, Aman Enterprises
“Want to give a message to the whole industry players that
they should participate in this exhibition.”
Satish Chauhan, Dayanand Power tools

Metal & Metal Working
As India is a cost sensitive country, the demand
for used machinery in Metal and Metal Working
Industry in the country is very high. Seeing the
potential, international big names like DMG
have started giving guarantees on their used
machines.
Apart from this, used machines of almost all the
international companies are being imported
into the country. Used machine tools form a
major chunk of the machine tools market of
India currently. High import duties coupled with
long delivery time are only adding to the
demand for used machines.
There are large numbers of retro-ﬁtters and used
machine dealers in India who import machines
and after some repairs sell them to the local
customers. The cost of retro-ﬁtting is very low in
India as compared to other countries. This helps
in keeping low cost of used machine tools. With
the demand for machine tools reaching new
heights due to burgeoning economy, the
demand for used machine tools is only going to
increase.
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Machine Tools
India's total consumption of machine tools amounted to INR 103 billion. About 65 %
of total consumption was met by imports of new and used machine tools. As per the
industry estimates the share of used machinery in the machine tools industry sector is
40% – 45%.
The key importing nations are Germany, Japan, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, South
Korea, Taiwan , USA and China. The key machines consumed in India were CNC
lathes, machining centers, Presses, boring milling machines and special purpose
machines. For machines such as horizontal machining centers , Gear cutting,
machines, press brakes, CNC milling machines and punching machines ,Imports
comprising of new and used machinery cater to more than 80 % of the domestic
consumption. Domestic production accounted for about 60 % of total consumption
of machines such as lathes, EDMs, and VMCs.
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Construction Machinery
Scattered players are more prevalent in the relatively
less technology intensive material handling, material
preparation and concrete equipment segments of
Construction Machinery Industry. The imports market
is estimated around € 400 - 450 million. Of these, the
earthmoving, excavation and hauling equipment
categories command around 25 percent.
Imported used equipments, which include high-end
hydraulic mobile cranes, excavators, motorgraders,
vibratory compactors comprise a negligible 0.4 per
cent of the total construction equipment market.
In the Construction Equipment segments such as
Cranes the share of used machinery is as high as
80%.The potential exports market for construction
equipment from India is projected to be around € 75
million. Services revenues have been higher for
global players at around 11–20 per cent in
comparison to 2–8 per cent of Indian players.
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Textile Machinery
The textile machinery industry in India is the
second largest in the world. Manufacturers
are increasingly making use of
sophisticated textile machinery to produce
the best goods and meet the increasing
demand of the global market.
Used textile machinery also has a pretty
good market share. In fact some studies
have suggested that the share for used
textile machinery is about 20% of the total
market for textile machinery. As per industry
estimates, the use of second-hand
shuttleless looms constitute about 80% of
equipment purchases in the textiles sector.
The huge demands in Indian textile goods
abroad have ensured that the use of textile
machinery has increased considerably.
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Printing Machinery
India is showing a growing appetite for used
equipment, particularly in printing industry.
India is becoming “a huge market for
photobooks” generating demand for
refurbished Indigo 5000 and 5500 machines
which once set up and calibrated correctly
can produce consistent quality. Machinery
New and Second Hand, used in Printing Industry
is predominately from China, England, France.
Germany, Italy, Japan, The Netherland,
Switzerland, Spain, Taiwan, USA.
Industry Experts are of the opinion that the
potential for used Machinery in Printing Industry
is huge as the sector is predominantly
dominated by Small and Medium Scale
Enterprise which is keen to have used
machinery to reduce their ﬁxed costs.

Unlimited Opportunities at 2022
As an Exhibitor
 Display your latest machinery, technology, products and services to highly
focused trade visitors, trade media and delegations
 One to one interaction with the industry at one location
 Brand building among industry and end users
 Explore new business and investment opportunities

As a Sponsor
 Beneﬁt from an ideal time, place and opportunity to get noticed
 Stand out from the crowd
 Enhance your leadership status
 Project a long lasting brand image to a targeted audience

As Trade Visitor
 Find about the latest technology, machinery and services available in the
market
 Find availability of raw materials, alternate suppliers of machinery,
equipment and spares
 Find about sources of investments & funding

and Much

More to Explore...
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